Roadmap to the Bubbles at Basecamp Terlingua
Basecamp Terlingua currently has 7 Bubble accommodations and will be adding 10 more by summer
2022. Although the concept is the same – an awesome Bubble stay with a freakin’ amazing view –
they are all slightly different and located in different areas around Terlingua. It might seem a tad
confusing, so here’s the Bubble deets:

BUBBLE BASICS
All of our Bubbles include a full indoor bathroom with shower and toilet, queen bed, air-conditioning
and heat, WiFi, a coffee/tea station, Berkey water filter, mini-fridge, a bonus outdoor shower and an
outdoor seating area with fire pit. Each of the Bubbles have a clear top in the bedroom portion, which
comes with a cover that you take off when ready and we replace the next day. If the Bubble
accommodates 4 people, it also includes a living area portion which has the sleeper sofa and a large
viewing “window”.

BUBBLES 1 & 2 (One Room Bubbles)
The very first Bubbles…the OG of the Bubbles if you will. Our One Room Bubbles, also referred to
as Bubble 1 and Bubble 2, were completed in November 2018. The One Room Bubbles can
accommodate 2 adults each. (Please note that the One Room Bubbles do not have a hot tub or a
BBQ grill.) You can view more information and photos of the One Room Bubbles here https://basecampterlingua.client.innroad.com/room/41793. The One Room Bubbles are located
near each other at the original Basecamp Terlingua area off of Kempf Road.

BUBBLE X (Two Room Bubble)
Our very first Two Room Bubble, also known as Bubble X, welcomed its first guests on December
2019. The Two Room Bubble can accommodate 4 adults. There is a living area with a pull-out sofa,
a bedroom with a queen bed and a bathroom. The Bubble is surrounded by a large concrete outside
living area with sunken seating around a fire pit, a private hot tub, BBQ grill and outdoor table. You
can view more information and photos of the Two Room Bubble here https://basecampterlingua.client.innroad.com/room/41794. The Two Room Bubble is located just
past the One Room Bubbles at the original Basecamp Terlingua location off of Kempf Road.

BUBBLES X2, X3 & X4 (Deluxe Two Room Bubbles)
Similar to the Two Room Bubble in layout, our Deluxe Two Room Bubbles, which opened in October
2020, is our family of Bubbles and is part of a 3-part Bubble complex situated on top of Cigar
Mountain. There are 3 Deluxe Two Room Bubbles, which are also called Bubble X2, Bubble X3 and
Bubble X4, and each can accommodate 4 guests. The Bubbles are directly next to each other,
divided by 9-foot concrete walls offering privacy between the spaces. Each of these Bubbles has a
private outdoor area with a hot tub, a BBQ grill, an outdoor dining table and a fire pit with seating that
is slightly elevated by a wooden deck. The Deluxe Two Room Bubbles share a parking lot and an
electric vehicle charger. Our Deluxe Two Room Bubbles are not located with the Bubbles listed
above; they are located off of HWY 170, with the entrance up the mountain located between our
Rafiki Ridge accommodations and the Nuevo Terlingua nightly rentals. You can view more
information and photos of the three Deluxe Two Room Bubbles here –
https://basecampterlingua.client.innroad.com/room/41927.

BUBBLE X5 (Two Room Bubble Plus Pool)
Our newest Bubble, Two Room Bubble Plus Pool, also called Bubble X5, is the queen bee of the
Bubbles. This Bubble has everything you could want in a Bubble, plus a private pool. This Bubble
opened in September 2021 and is similar to the Two Room Bubble and Deluxe Two Room Bubbles
in layout and can accommodate 4 guests. This Bubble features the most privacy of any of our
properties and includes a large outdoor shower space, a BBQ grill, a hot tub, private parking, electric
vehicle charger, outdoor dining area with shade, seating around a fire pit, amazing views and (did
we mention) a private pool. You can view more information and photos of the three Deluxe Two
Room Bubbles here - https://basecampterlingua.client.innroad.com/room/44631. This Bubble is
located higher up Cigar Mountain; if you reach the Deluxe Two Room Bubbles just keep going up.
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BUBBLE TERLINGUA – COMING JULY 2022
Basecamp Terlingua is in the process of constructing a new Bubble campground called Bubble
Terlingua. Bubble Terlingua will have 10 Bubbles near the entrance of Big Bend National Park. The
Bubbles will be similar to the Deluxe Two Room Bubbles and each will be able to accommodate 4
guests. **Bonus points for the 80 foot pool exclusively for use of the campground guests.** You can
find out more information and book the new Bubbles here –
https://bubbleterlingua.client.innroad.com/room/46448.

INTERESTING BUBBLE FACTS
Guests like to call them igloos or domes or clear-round things. ☺
The Bubbles stay inflated by a small turbine that blows in the air.
You may notice an echoey sound in the Bubble. Since the Bubbles are dome shaped the sound
bounces off the spherical walls, is amplified and then can be heard back as an echo or an indirect
noise in the center of the Bubble. Pretty cool science experiment.
The Bubbles are all connected to generators so if the power goes out, the generators will kick on
and keep the Bubble inflated.

